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GOOD LUCK AT THE HAMBO SOCIETY JOHN!

A pre-retirement conversation with
Hall of Fame driver John Campbell
By Derick Giwner
After four decades, Hall of Famer John
Campbell will hang up his driving colors for
good in July to take over as the President of the
Hambletonian Society. While his official retirement begins on July 1, he will make an appearance at Goshen Historic Track in New York on
July 2 in the Hall of Fame Trot and on Legends
Day (July 30) at Clinton Raceway in Canada.
An Ontario native who now resides in New
Jersey, Campbell sits atop the all-time leaderboard among drivers with $299,873,491 earned
by horses under his guidance and he is ninth in
wins at 10,665. He is the co-youngest driver ever
to be inducted into the U.S. Harness Racing
Hall of Fame (at 35, 1990) and was voted into the
Canadian Horse Racing Hall of Fame in 1987.
Campbell’s accolades also include multiple
Driver of the Year awards, a long reign as the
leading driver at The Meadowlands, the sport’s
marquee track since its inception in 1976, and
an amazing six Hambletonian trophies, the
most coveted prize in Harness racing.
Just days away from retirement, Campbell
took the time to reminisce and look ahead
when I spoke to him on Monday (6/26).
Derick Giwner: Would you say that your
career exceeded expectations?
John Campbell: Oh yeah, for sure. When I
was a kid growing up, Yonkers and Roosevelt
was the Mecca. There wasn’t even a Meadowlands or any of the purses The Meadowlands
brought with it once it started, so I was racing
in and winning races that never even dreamt
about when I was a kid. So, yeah, it was far

Derick Giwner

John Campbell’s final Meadowlands drive
will be Muscle Diamond (race 6) on Friday.

more than I could’ve ever imagined.
DG: Do you have any regrets along the way
or anything you wish you would have done
differently?
JC: Yes and no. Certainly there are things I
wish I would have done differently. There is no
sense looking back; I can’t change them. I’ve
never been one to dwell on the past, but yeah,
there are always races you wish you could
have done something different or decisions
you made with horses that turned out to be
wrong. As far as regrets now, I don’t have any.
DG: Were there any races that eluded you
during your career?
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Congratulations
John

You are a true legend and inspiration to us all
and we are thrilled that you are joining our team.
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Supporting and encouraging the breeding of Standardbred horses for more than 90 years.

$300,000,000 is just another number for the retiring John Campbell
CONTINUED from page 1

JC: I never won the Provincial Cup when it
was going on at Windsor. That was my home
track before I came to The Meadowlands and
I could never get that race won.
DG: What about the $300 million mark
in earnings? It seems like you will come up
short. Does that bother you?
JC: It doesn’t bother me. I would’ve liked to
have gotten it but I knew I would’ve needed
to get really lucky in stakes this spring and it
just didn’t work out, but it isn’t something that
is bothering me in any way, shape or form. In
fairness, they never counted my Elitlopp win
with Mack Lobell, which I find mindboggling.
DG: It seems likely that at least a couple of
drivers behind you will pass the $300 million,
wouldn’t you agree?
JC: I don’t think there is any doubt. I think
there will be more than one guy who gets to
$300 million. I hope they do because they only
reason they won’t is if Harness Racing falls
on difficult times. I hope there is more than
one guy who gets there and if the purses stay
where they are, there is a pretty good chance
they will.
DG: It seems like as opposed to others you
managed your career and the number of
starts. Was that by design?
JC: It wasn’t at the time, but I’m not so
sure if I had the options of Yonkers, Chester (Harrah’s Philadelphia) and Pocono like
they do now, that my starts wouldn’t have
been quite a bit higher. It was more a business decision I was making at the time, but
with the option of those slots in New York and
Pennsylvania, I would’ve had more starts
than I did in a lot of years.
DG: When you first started, being a trainer/
driver was the thing, yet you developed exclusively into a catch-driver.
JC: I was a trainer. When I came to The
Meadowlands I brought 14 horses with me. I
trained horses up until 1985. My stable got big
in the early 1980s and the last two or three
years it got very small, down to five or six
horses. Then I gave it up in 1985.
DG: Did you give up training because you
were doing so well driving?
JC: I was doing well and I was so busy just
driving. I really didn’t have time for training
and it really didn’t make any sense from a
time or business standpoint to have a stable.
DG: Would you consider giving me the top
three pacers and top three trotters you’ve
driven?
JC: Top trotters . . . certainly Mack Lobell .
. . Pine Chip . . . might be Peace Corps. Pacers
. . . certainly Artsplace . . . Real Desire . . . and
maybe Art Major. I know I’m leaving some
horse out.
DG: Do you have a favorite moment that
stands out?
JC: All of the Hambletonians are so special.
They really are. Maybe the first one with
Mack (Lobell) and winning with Tagliabue,
when Jim (Campbell, brother) trained him,
and Glidemaster because it came along at a
really opportune time for me in my career. I
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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While Campbell participated prior to 1977, exact statistics for those years were not available.

Mack Lobell, Tagliabue and Glidemaster are Campbell’s top trotters

Campbell ranked Mack Lobell as one of his top three trotters of all time.
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was trying to reinvent myself and that came
up. I think those three and then just below
that would be the Elitlopp with Mack Lobell.
DG: Have you started doing any work with
the Hambletonian Society yet?
JC: I’ve just gone down to the office two or
three times just to see how the inner workings
go, make contacts and pick Moira (Fanning)
and Tom’s (Charters) brains. I’m getting
started and there is a lot of work there all the
time. I certainly have the upmost respect for
what Tim has done there during his career.
DG: Are you prepared for that time of
workload and schedule change?
JC: I’m aware of what it is going to take.
DG: Are you going into this new position
with any set goals in mind?
JC: Not really, because, obviously, there
is stuff in the industry that needs to be
addressed or corrected. We need more people
moving in the same direction, so to speak.
Having said that, we at the Hambletonian
Society really have no power to say do this
or do that. We can influence, but we don’t
have ultimate decision making except for our
stakes, the Hambletonian and the Breeders
Crown. For me to set goals is really unrealistic because you are relying on what other
people are going to do.
DG: Do you think that your reputation
could help you bridge together some of the
different areas of the industry?
JC: I’m hoping I can. Certainly I’m going in
optimistic. I’ve talked to almost everyone in
the industry at one time or another, so there is
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a respect there that I will get calls back, but at
the end of the day you have to get things done,
and if I don’t those calls back won’t continue.
DG: William O’Donnell also announced he
will retire and make Legends Day at Clinton
in Ontario on July 30 his final card of racing,
the same day when you will make your last
appearance in the sulky. You guys have
plenty of history together. Is him hanging up
his colors the same day meaningful?
JC: It is kind of apropos and it is going to be
fun to stop the same day as Billy. We have a
lot of history together and we are very good
friends, so it is going to be special.
DG: You always hear about ballplayers that
retire and find it very hard to get playing the
game out of their system. Do you feel like
you’ve gotten it out of your system?
JC: I’m going to miss it. I’m going to miss
the opportunity to be in those big stakes and
if some of the guys I drive regularly for come

up with a good horse, I’m going to think, geez
I could’ve had that one. But I’m very content
with my decision. It is the right time for me.
I think I’ve pushed the age limit farther than
most and still been able to compete. I think it
is very good timing-wise, so in that regard I
don’t have any regrets. But I am going to miss
it. You can’t compete as long as I have and
just say you’re not going to miss it.
DG: Any thought in the back of your head
that maybe two years from now you may
want to try to drive again?
JC: Absolutely not. You don’t step away
from something that takes so much timing
and is physically demanding at 62 and take
two years off and come back right where you
left off. That’s not even a thought.
DG: I hope you succeed fabulously in the
new position and congratulations on a spectacular career.
JC: Thank you very much. I appreciate it.

FRIDAY, JUNE 30, 2017

John Campbell
Retirement
Night
Join us as we celebrate the harness
racing legend! Poster giveaway,
autograph session, interviews & more.
Stop by the Winner’s Circle for a piece
of Campbell’s retirement cake!

playmeadowlands.com

Matt Kakaley has a one-two punch in Hempt, Franklin Finals
By Jay Bergman
Having confidence in your horse is a major
factor in the success of drivers in this business.
Matt Kakaley clearly knows that as he has
remained patient and poised while dedicated
to a pair of pacers from the Ron Burke stable.
On Saturday night’s Sun Stakes program at
The Downs at Mohegan Sun Pocono, Kakaley
appears primed to come out of the shadows
with Miso Fast and All Bets Off as each goes
for a pair of purses worth $500,000.
“I think he can go with anyone in this division,” said Kakaley of Miso Fast, an elimination winner in one of three Max Hempt
Memorial races last Saturday. Miso Fast,
a son of Roll With Joe bred in New York,
became the first horse to defeat Fear The
Dragon this year and Kakaley hopes he can
repeat that effort in the rich final.
“He drew badly in the elimination to the
North America Cup,” Kakaley said. “He
raced really well and then drew even worse
in the final.”
The hard luck draws and difficult finishes
could have sent Kakaley looking for other
options but the driver knew he was sitting
behind a top colt.
“He’s always been a top horse,” said
Kakaley. “I think he’s a bit more mature this
year. Still I’d like to get him a good trip and
not rough him up.”
Kakaley’s obvious concerns are that this
week there’s much more power in the field,
with the Brian Brown-trained tandem of
Fear The Dragon inside (post 1) and Downbytheseaside outside (post 8) in the 9-horse field.
In last week’s elimination, Miso Fast blew
right by Fear The Dragon on the backstretch
and never looked back posting a career best
1:49 2/5 mile with a final half shading 53
seconds. Despite the victory, Kakaley’s head
did not swell from the accomplishment. “I
think I may have caught them sleeping,”
Kakaley said in regard to Fear The Dragon’s
dawdling pace and the instant acceleration
Miso Fast showed coming past the half-mile
marker. That Fear The Dragon was gaining
ground in the late stages did not go unnoticed
either.
Miso Fast enters the Hempt with $300K
banked during his career and thus far as a
sophomore, some luckless attempts in race
finals. “I choked him down in the Rooney
final,” said Kakaley of the disappointing
sixth-place finish at Yonkers in May. Much
of that could change with a top performance
in the Hempt, race 10 of 14 on the Sun Stakes
program.
Kakaley has the chance for a major payday
in back-to-back races as All Bets Off enters
this year’s Ben Franklin final with a clear
shot at the lion’s share of the $500,000 purse.
“He raced super last week,” said Kakaley.
“He was first up and was right there at the
finish.”
All Bets Off, a 6-year-old by Bettor’s
Delight, drew post three for the Franklin
final and that could be an ideal placement for
the Burke trainee.

Curtis Salonick

Miso Fast shocked 1-9 favorite Fear The Dragon in his Max Hempt elimination.
“He had some bumps early in the year in
the Levy series,” said Kakaley, “But he raced
great in the Battle of Lake Erie and was super
again last week.”
With earnings approaching $2.4 million,
All Bets Off is more than battle tested over
his career. Despite but four wins in 27 starts
last year, he managed to earn $625K for his
efforts.
All Bets Off finished second in the most
memorable of last year’s three qualifiers for
the Franklin, splitting race-winner Always B
Miki and third-place finisher Mel Mara after
those two had duked it out.
In last year’s Franklin final, Kakaley
found himself more of a spectator than a
participant as All Bets Off drew post eight
and never got into the hunt.
“I think he’s as sharp now as he was last
year at this time,” said Kakaley of All Bets
Off.
Returning from the 2016 final is Mel Mara,
who landed post two and is the early 5-2
favorite. Without Always B Miki on his back,
Mel Mara coasted to a 1:48 4/5 victory in his
elimination heat doing most of the heavy lifting while setting the fractions. That could
set the veteran up for a big mile on Saturday,
but clearly the field of nine will have a say in
what pace will be dictated.
Levy Memorial winner Keystone Velocity has been a different horse this year for
trainer Rene Allard and he’ll get pole position in the Franklin after a solid elimination
score.
Dealt A Winner regained his edge in last
week’s trial but landed post seven for the
final with David Miller in the bike.
The Sun Stakes program also includes the
$500,000 Earl Beal Jr. Memorial for sophomore trotters and the $300,000 James Lynch
Memorial for sophomore pacing fillies. The
14-race card has a first post of 6:30 p.m.

Wiggle It Jiggleit
to remain on the
sidelines
By Derick Giwner
Those waiting to see 2015 Horse of
the Year Wiggle It Jiggleit back on the
track are going to need a steady dose of
patience. After cancelling early season
plans to compete in the Ben Franklin at the Downs at Pocono, which has
a $500,000 Final on Saturday, owner
George Teague confirmed on Wednesday via text that the next target race,
the William Haughton Memorial on
July 15 at The Meadowlands will also be
missed.
“He is still having issues with his back
so I’m not able to press,” said Teague
about a lingering issue that Wiggle It
Jiggleit has battled since his early racing
days.
“I think it’ll (his back) be fine, but I’m
looking towards the end of the year,”
said Teague, who could not commit to
a timeframe. “It is always a changing
game plan.”
There are plenty of stakes for older
pacers from late September on, including the Hoosier Pacing Derby, Dayton
Pacing Derby, Allerage and Breeders
Crown.
Wiggle It Jiggleit is the sixth richest
horse in North American history with
$3,907,557 earned. The 5-year-old has 38
career wins in 51 starts.

Obrigado ready to roll in $185,000 Cleveland Trotting Classic
By Derick Giwner
Saturday’s $185,000 Cleveland Classic at
Northfield Park drew a stellar field that
includes three of the top older trotters in
North America and could be the 2017 comingout party for reigning Older Trotter of the
Year Obrigado.
Obrigado makes his second trip to Ohio
this year having finished second in the
$200,000 Charlie Hill Trot on June 10 to begin
his campaign. He followed that effort up with
another placing, this time in an Open handicap at Yonkers on June 24, but the 7-year-old
son of Boy Band truly put in a strong effort
after chasing pedestrian fractions set by
wire-to-wire race winner Resolve, who joins
him in the field on Saturday.
Driver Mark MacDonald left well in the
Yonkers race from post six along with Gural
Hanover and Resolve to his outside, but
elected to back off in third rather than challenge for the lead.
“It was only his second start of the year and
Gural Hanover has been sharp. My biggest
fear was having [Obrigado] get stretched out
really far to the quarter and having Resolve
coming at me hard at the half and going into
Cleveland off a tough race,” said MacDonald.
“I just didn’t want to get him too hard of a trip
in his second start of the year. Unfortunately
Resolve got there (to the front) cheap and Ake
(Svanstedt) really jammed the breaks, which
I don’t blame him because I would have done
the same thing. My horse trotted 27 2/5 at
Yonkers in the last quarter and I couldn’t
make up any ground. That tells you that the
driver didn’t have him in position, right?

Asked
& Answered
By Ryan Macedonio
@Trotcast
Why aren’t there any competitive, youth
Harness Racing leagues, circuits, or races?
I look around at every other sport and they
are literally cultivating their future. Baseball has Little League, AAU, Pop Warner,
etc., and the list goes on. The competition is
what makes the sport attractive to the kids
and keeps the kids coming . . . not starting
car rides, or bouncy castles, or meeting their
favorite drivers.
The Harness Horse Youth Foundation is a
great educational camp and base for introducing kids, but it’s not even close to being
enough for the youth experience. So for once,
let’s actually focus on something that we can
create as an industry to cultivate our future.
Let’s make this idea happen, and work out
the kinks. (And please read the entire thing
before you start hyperventilating with negativity).
All age groups will have competitive
races at a racetrack, not a county fair. They

That’s what it tells me.”
While MacDonald may have been more
cautious at Yonkers, he admits the strategy
could change dramatically starting from
post four on Saturday despite the presence of
early speedsters Resolve (post 1) and Crazy
Wow (post 2) to his inside.
“I’m really confident that he’ll be really
good this week. He’s just getting into racing
shape,” said MacDonald before talking race
strategy. “I had the rail at Northfield with
Obrigado last year and got looped out of
there. Sometimes it can be hard to leave off
the rail at Northfield. I think Obrigado will
be sharp. There won’t be cheap fractions and
I’ll be aggressive. He can race on the front or
tough it first-over. I think (post) four is a good
spot to be in at Northfield. I can leave hard,
take a look left and see how it working out. If
we have to switch to a plan B we will.”
Obrigado was installed as the 9-2 third
choice on the morning line behind Resolve at
8-5 and Crazy Wow (3-1).
Resolve’s win at Yonkers last week was his
first start since a third-place finish in the Elitloppet in Sweden on the last Sunday in May.
He previously won the AJ Cutler Memorial
at The Meadowlands on May 6. Crazy Wow
already has two stakes wins on his record,
both wire-to-wire wins in the $150,000 Maxie
Lee at Harrah’s Philadelphia on May 28 and
in the Charlie Hill at Scioto Downs. Neither
horse has finished worse than third in 2017.
The Trotting Classic goes as race 11 on a
marathon 16-race card that contains four
divisions of Ohio Sire Stakes races for 3-yearold colts. The action kicks off at 6:00 p.m. for
the opener.

Derick Giwner

Obrigado will start from post 4 and is
listed as the 9-2 third choice in Northfield’s Cleveland Trotting Classic.

Developing a youth entrance to Harness Racing
will race for purse money, but no wagering.
Purse money can be $500-$2,500. Each kid
and family has their own horse that they are
responsible for. We want the kids working
with their horses as much as possible, practicing, going to the barn, training and driving them just like they would do in any other
youth sport. All horses must be at least 10
years old and retired horses will be permitted
to compete. Races will be contested at either
a 1/2 mile or 5/8 mile distances depending on
the track. All jog carts/race bikes will have
a speed resistance setting depending on the
age bracket, as to control the safety and risk
of the races.
The age groups would be as follows: 4-8,
9-12, 13-16. All jog carts can have a remote
contingency resistance switch that can be
activated in case of emergency.
(4-8) Group - Full resistance jog carts and
a driver will sit alongside in the race to help
assist
(9-12) Group - Full resistance jog cart, no
driver sitting alongside
(13-16) Group - Minimal or no resistance jog
carts
This idea not only helps to stimulate youth

interest in the sport, but will provide older
horses a new career and purpose.
We want this to emulate a professional
atmosphere, not an exhibition show. These
kids should feel like they are the main event
and be treated like the main event. They can
have their own colors, helmets, t-shirts, etc.
Parents will spend stupid amounts of money
to give their kid a hobby. This is a good way
to introduce everyone to our industry and
give them a true idea of what our industry
can be.
If we dish out some purse money, parents
are more likely to gravitate towards our
industry because very few youth hobbies
actually give a parent a chance to earn back
some of the expenses. Finally, it’s widely
known that all of the slot revenue will not be
handed out to national marketing or promotions, but it is distributed to purses. So are
you going to tell me that we can’t find $10,000$15,000 on a race night to distribute among
these youth races? Are you going to tell me
that politicians aren’t going to back the idea
of promoting another youth hobby that will
keep even more kids out of trouble while
giving them a possible career path?

Ariana G gets a deserving chance versus the boys in Beal Final
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
There’s a significant race this Saturday at
The Downs at Mohegan Sun Pocono. Actually
there will be a few events worth looking at, but
none with more future implications than the
$500,000 Earl Beal Jr Memorial. For the first
time in the race’s history a filly will look to
become its champion.
Credit the owners and trainer for nominating Ariana G to race against male competition.
The gifted daughter of Muscle Hill proved that
she could handle the assignment at least in
week one.
“She was just cruising out there,” said
Yannick Gingras, her driver.
“She’s the best filly that I’ve ever had that I
broke as a yearling,” said trainer Jimmy Takter
in deference to Moni Maker, the International
star he campaigned as an aged performer but
not during her 2 and 3-year-old career.
The praise was effusive and deserving.
Gingras has sat behind a long list of great trotters and it seems every time he is in the bike
behind Ariana G he needs to be looking behind
rather than in front. The gifted filly seems to
have enough gears that Gingras only needs to
know how to throttle her up or down depending on the situation.
“Actually I think she’s a better horse racing
from off the pace,” said Gingras, perhaps
concerned that going all out on the front end
may at some point burn the filly out.
“She’s had easy races on the front end,” said
Gingas, referring to her dominating performances in the New Jersey Sire Stakes before
she tackled male competition in Pennsylvania.
Whether Gingras or Takter, neither
outwardly thought there was much that would
prevent a filly from racing well against colts.
Of course, both seemed to suggest that one colt,
namely Walner, is cause for concern.
Gingras can add more recent experience as
the pilot of Mission Brief, the spectacular filly
trained by Ron Burke that he opted to drive in
the 2015 Hambletonian won by Pinkman.
“She was a different kind of filly,” Gingras
said of Mission Brief. “She was more powerful than Ariana G, but she was also hard on
herself and that cost her.”
Conversely, Ariana G according to Gingras
is the more feminine of the two and is much
easier to drive and control.
The career accomplishments of both Mission
Brief and Ariana G are rather similar to this
point in the season, with the former not going
to battle the boys until the first Saturday in
August. Ariana G gets her shot on July 1 and
perhaps the race will give everyone a chance to
see just what she’s made of.
The draw didn’t work out as well for Ariana
G this week as she landed post eight in the
nine-horse field spotting the advantage to Long

Ken Weingartner/USTA

Ariana G starts from post eight (race 12) as the 5-2 morning line favorite on Saturday.
Tom, Tim Tetrick’s mount for now with Walner
yet to make a pari-mutuel start in 2017.
Gingras has won the Beal the last three years
and on two of those occasions drew outside and
dominated. In 2014, Father Patrick overcame
the outside draw to score in a 1:50 2/5 mile. In
2015, Pinkman landed the pole position and
led from start to finish. Last year Southwind
Frank drew outside but was dominant.
Jimmy Takter has won three of the last four
Beal finals, having captured the 2012 edition
with Corky, along with training Father Patrick
and Pinkman.
So history appears to be on the side of
Gingras and Takter as we look at the 2017 Beal
final.
What both driver and trainer know is that
for $500,000 it’s likely that more than a few drivers might be motivated to leave the gate quickly
and be in position.
“It’s a speed track. I hope she draws well,”
said Gingras prior to the draw.
That concern certainly leaves the door
open a bit for discussion, but at the same time
the Beal may in fact not be a race of one filly
against eight colts. That’s because to date none
of the male rivals has shown an inkling of
dominating its class. Long Tom looks the best
of this bunch, but realistically he has yet to be
tested in a major way. The son of Muscle Hill,
trained by young Marcus Melander, did look
rather impressive jogging in his elimination by
open lengths. Driver Tim Tetrick apprised the
trainer following the mile that Long Tom’s gait
had improved radically from 2 to 3-years of age.

Long Tom did have to do some work to get the
lead but from that point it was smooth sailing.
Other than Long Tom, the other seven look
like “nice” horses that should be more than
willing to take position and hope to get some
racing luck.
If Ariana G is the Serena Williams of her
class, she is clearly closer to number two in
the world as opposed to 700 when grouped with
male competition.
Ariana G has made her work look effortless this year and she gives off the aura that
suggests the ability to trot in 1:50 territory if
need be. The good fortune she’s had this year
has given Gingras the ability to rate her and
relax her, keeping her sharp enough.
“I was happy the way she raced since she
hadn’t raced in three weeks,” said Gingras
after last week’s elimination victory.
On paper post eight looks intimidating.
Generally accepted principles keep even
the most talented fillies away from the colts at
least until they reach 4 years of age. But as with
every rule there are exceptions and you have
to make them for exceptionally talented creatures.
Ariana G seems to be the kind of trotter
that floats over the ground effortlessly and
responds properly under all conditions.
It’s still way too early to line her up for the
Hambletonian as opposed to the filly division called the Oaks. Yet we all know that
Yannick Gingras is going to win a Hambletonian someday. If he’s to do so in 2017, Ariana
G is the most likely candidate.

A pair of ‘Rocks’ are rolling out their first crops to the track
ON THE MARK
By Bob Marks
@BobMarks3
A Rocknroll Dance and Pet Rock, two charter members of Rocknroll Hanover’s stellar
third crop, battled long and hard during their
tenure on the racetrack. And now with the
debut of their first crop of 2-year-olds hitting
the baby races at the various tracks, it looks
like that rivalry may be extended.
While it is rare for two members of any stallions “crop” regardless of number to emerge
as significant sires, it is not impossible judging from the exploits of both horses paternal
grandsire Western Ideal, whose first crop
featured two brilliant race horses and sires
in Rocknroll Hanover and American Ideal.
For the record, the ill-fated Rocknroll
Hanover already has two rather successful
siring sons from his first crop. The first is
Rockin Image, who in addition to siring the
exceptional Freaky Feet Pete, has pretty well
emerged as the dominant pacing sire in Indiana. The other is Rock N Roll Heaven, arguably his best racing son, who has produced
quality fillies in Sassa Hanover, Divine Caroline and Band Of Angels while son Soto has
made the upper echelons of the open class
pacers.
Both A Rocknroll Dance and Pet Rock
had somewhat auspicious starts as their
initial trainers—Jim Mulinix and Lester
Clemens, both Midwesterners—were not
exactly household names. After an impressive win at The Meadowlands, Pet Rock was
acquired by the Bellino family and training
was transferred to Virgil Morgan. Mulinix
campaigned A Rocknroll Dance throughout
his career.
In all A Rocknroll Dance earned $2,429,441
in his 3-year-career taking a mark of 1:47 2/5

as a 4-year-old. His highlight was a victory
over Pet Rock in the 2012 Meadowlands Pace.
Pet Rock meanwhile earned $1,984,204 in
his three-year career and his best mark of
1:47 also came as a 4-year-old. His highlight
might have been his 1:48 1/5 then world
record on the half mile track at the Delaware
County Fairgrounds.
At 4, the two “Rocks” often went head-tohead. Pet Rock won the Roll With Joe on June
9 at Tioga in 1:49 3/5. On August 17, “Dance”
got his revenge at Pocono wining in 1:48.
“Dance” then beat his rival in the Canadian
Pacing Derby elimination and final in 1:47 3/5
and 1:47 2/5, but once back in Ohio, it was Pet
Rock over A Rocknroll Dance in 1:47 2/5 at
Scioto and 1:48 1/5 at Delaware.
The two would meet one more time in
the Allerage final at The Red Mile, though
neither was a factor as Pet Rock finished an
out of it sixth while A Rocknroll dance was
tenth.
Both A Rocknroll Dance and Pet Rock
retired after their 4-year-old seasons. Dance
went to Diamond Creek in Pennsylvania
where he’ll be competing against the likes of
Somebeachsomewhere, Captaintreacherous,
Western Ideal, Sweet Lou, etc. for “Keystone
State” supremacy. Pet Rock went to Midland
Acres in Ohio where he’ll compete with sires
Dragon Again, McArdle, Big Bad John, and
others for top honors in the “Buckeye State”.
Thus the only time the progeny will get
together is at the Grand Circuit level.
Pet Rock and A Rocknroll Dance each bred
139 mares in their initial seasons in 2014. Pet
Rock wound up with 99 foals of which 54 were
sold at auction averaging $23,324. “Dance” got
but 69 foals of which 48 were sold at auction
averaging $26,681. Of those, Radical, the A
Rocknroll Dance from the celebrated See
You At Peelers, was the lone $100,000+ seller,
attracting $120,000 at the Lexington Selected
Sale. The highest priced Pet Rock was Brangus from Can’t Quit Smiling, who brought
$90,000 at The Buckeye Select sale in Ohio.

Thus far Pet Rock has 65 starters of which
19 have won at least a qualifier, while A Rocknroll Dance has nine winners from 30 starters.
Perhaps the most impressive of the Pet
Rock’s are Rockathon, a winner at Scioto in
1:56. A Rocknroll Dance has had a couple
of “overnight” winners including Yankee
Will Dance from Bootleg Yankee, a winner
at Pocono in 1:53 4/5. He’s also credited with
Cuts Like a Knife from Whetstone Hanover,
a winner at Harrah’s Philadelphia in 1:55
2/5.
With the “baby race” season just getting
underway, those numbers are likely to appreciate in the upcoming weeks.
It should be noted that there are other
impressive first crop stallions out this year.
Among them pacers Betterthancheddar, So
Surreal and We Will See, and trotters Wishing Stone, Guccio and My MVP.
Betterthancheddar has had several
winners including All On Top Hanover (1:56
3/5), she ultra impressive finishing second
to Rainbow Room at The Meadowlands last
Friday. He’s also credited with Tixnstones,
a winner in 1:56 4/5 at Gaitway who will see
Friday night at The Meadowlands.
So Surreal, the first Somebeachsomewhere
to reach the stud, has a nice son in Real
Raynenbow (1:54 1/5), a winner at Pocono. So
Surreal is a half-brother to Well Said from
Must See.
We Will See, the Western Hanover trained
by Sammy DePinto, has a nice colt named
Brown Camo, a 1:58 1/5 winner at Scioto.
As for the trotters, Guccio (Yankee GlideSouthern Senorita) has shown well in Indiana. My MVP, an Ohio-based son of Cantab
Hall, had a nice Meadowlands winner in
Wolfgang (1:58 4/5) for Jimmy Takter. Wishing Stone, now based in Ohio, has nine starters from just 16 foals, several of which we’ll
see in the New Jersey Sires Stakes at The
Meadowlands on Friday.
Stay posted!

Weekend Stakes Spotlight
Friday, June 30
Buffalo (5:00 p.m.)
NY Sire Stakes--2yoFT (Races 3-6 & 8)

hoosier park (6:30 P.m.)
Indiana Sire Stakes (Races 10-12)
Featuring: Rock N Tony (Race 12)

Meadowlands (7:15 p.m.)
NJ Sire Stakes (Race 2 + three non-bettors)

Derick Giwner & Matt Rose discuss the Sun Stakes
Finals from Pocono Downs on Saturday night.

Saturday, July 1
pocono (6:30 p.m.)
$300,000 James Lynch Final--3yoFP (Races 9)
Featuring: Agent Q, Brazuca, Bettor’s Up, Tequila Monday
$500,000 Max Hempt Final - 3yo (Race 10)
Featuring: Fear The Dragon, Downbytheseaside
$500,000 Ben Franklin Final (Race 11)
Featuring: Keystone Velocity, Mel Mara, All Bets Off
$500,000 Earl Beal Final (Race 12)
Featuring: Long Tom, Ariana G

Hoosier Park (4:30 P.M.)
Indiana Sire Stakes - 3yoFT (Races 7, 8 & 10)

Sunday, July 2
Tioga Downs (1:00 P.M.)
Tomkins-Geers - 3yoCT & FP (Races 3,4,6-8)
Featuring: Mac’s Jackpot (Race 3), Sweetest Emotion (Race
4), Angel’s Pride (Race 6)

Vernon Downs to remain open
The New York State assembly approved a bill on Wednesday that would provide
the needed financial relief to keep Vernon Downs open. “Thanks to this legislation
we will not only continue to employ 300 people but will continue to provide
education with between $11 Million and $12 Million annually and continue to pay
$2 Million dollars in local taxes to the local communities,” said Jeff Gural.

Pocono Downs (7:30 P.M.)
PA Allstars - 2yoCP&T (Races 1-5, 7, 9-12)

Monday, July 3
Pocono (6:30 P.M.)
PA Allstars - 2yoFP&T (Races 3-5, 10 & 12)
Featuring: Rainbow Room (Race 10)

Tuesday, July 4
Tioga (1:00 P.M.)
NY Sire Stakes - 2yoCT (Races 3,5,7,9)

Scioto (2:00 P.M.)
Ohio Sire Stakes - 2yoCP (Races 1,2,5,7,10-13)
(All post times are E.D.T.)

